People with a medical condition

DriveOn—the driving expert
for 40 years
Helping you drive safely and confidently.
For more than 40 years, DriveOn has been helping hundreds
of people in Upstate New York get to where they need to go. With
customized training in specially-equipped vehicles, or by learning
new driving techniques, people of all ages and abilities complete
our program with the skills and confidence to drive safely. DriveOn
serves the whole community by making driving safer and less
stressful for everyone.

In today’s world, you know that driving is key to
your independence, employment and mobility.
We can help you feel safe and confident on the road.
Our experienced and skilled driving professionals will evaluate
your driving ability, create a customized program, and train you
in a safe, convenient, low-stress environment.

Driver Evaluation
A certified driver specialist will perform a comprehensive, objective
assessment to help determine your ability to drive a vehicle safely,
with or without adaptive equipment. Your driver evaluation may
include the following assessments:
 Knowledge of rules of the road
 Day and night driving vision
 Physical abilities
 Cognitive skills
 Open road driving
 Vehicle consultation

Driver Training
Our specialists will help you obtain or retain your driver’s license
by training you in a full range of roadway environments. Simulation
assessment, used for years to effectively train aviation and
military personnel, is a new resource that can pinpoint areas for
improvement. Our driving simulator – a first in Rochester – can
replicate actual driving circumstances and help you learn how
to handle busy intersections, avoid collisions, adapt to winter
weather conditions, and respond safely to other risky situations.
To learn more about driving safely and confidently, call
585.271.1894 and ask for DriveOn.
We will work with you to determine whether you are eligible for
services sponsored by the NYS Office of Vocational Educational
Services (VESID).
DriveOn also has satellite offices in Buffalo, Syracuse and Utica.
For referral information, please call 585.271.1894, or toll-free
1.877.823.7483.
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